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1. Overview Information

A. Introduction and background of main event:
Founded in 1957, the mission of the 500 Festival is to produce life-enriching events and programs while 
celebrating the spirit and legacy of the Indianapolis 500 and fostering positive impact on the city of 
Indianapolis and state of Indiana. 

Each year hundreds of thousands of people from around the world embrace the month of May in Indianapolis. 
Last year alone, more than 500,000 people attended nearly 50 events and programs produced by the 500 
Festival. The 500 Festival celebrates the spirit and legacy of the largest single-day sporting event in the world, 
the Indianapolis 500. Enriching the lives of Hoosiers and visitors, 500 Festival events which are mostly free 
and produced largely by volunteers also enhance the image of Indianapolis and Indiana by showcasing the 
city and state’s cultural, educational and social benefits to the world.
Indianapolis is largely defined by the historic Indianapolis 500 and the grand community festival that 
surrounds it. With nearly 50 annual events and programs that impact half a million people each year, the 500 
Festival fuels the entire magical month of May. With a wide variety of programs and events – many of which 
are free - the 500 Festival makes the month of May relevant to all citizens of Indiana. Our mission to enrich 
lives and positively impact our community is wholly inclusive and applies to anyone.
 
What started with some forward-thinking civic leaders wanting to incorporate a parade to kickoff race 
weekend in Indianapolis, has evolved over the years leading to new traditions and added economic impact, 
further enhancing the benefits of being home to the Indianapolis Motor Speedway. While our programs and 
events promote healthy living and community pride, they also have an economic impact on Indianapolis each 
year. 

A recent economic impact study revealed that each year, 500 Festival events generate $19.7 million in 
financial impact, including $5.5 million of direct spending by out-of-area visitors. With the 500 Festival 
producing reoccurring events in Indianapolis since 1957, the overall economic benefit to the city since its 
inception is estimated to be more than $400 million. Based on current growth rates, the impact of the 500 
Festival is likely to be greater than $210 million in this decade (2010-2020) alone. 

In addition to measurements of economic impact in terms of dollars, the 500 Festival in 2013 created an 
estimated 215 jobs (15 directly by the organization, 62 from payments to vendors and contractors and 138 as a 
result of visitor spending). Furthermore, the 500 Festival organization and events generated an estimated 
$950,000 in additional state and local taxes in 2013.
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B. Description and purpose/objective of Volunteer Program:
As a nonprofit community organization that produces events and programs impacting more than half a million 
people each year, we rely on our 7,000 devoted, passionate volunteers to help us create an exciting and 
impactful community-led road to the Indianapolis 500. The 2016 500 Festival event season was incredibly 
successful, thanks in large part to volunteers who gave their time and talent. 
Volunteers have been an integral part of the 500 Festival for nearly 60 years. During of the 500 Festival’s event 
season, 7,000 volunteer positions are filled by more than 3,500 volunteers – all to support the nearly 50 events 
and programs offered to the community. With a dedicated, yet small staff of 19, the 500 Festival volunteers are 
the continued force behind so many successful events.

Our volunteers help ensure that 500 Festival events and programs thrive - rain or shine. The dedication and 
enthusiasm of the 500 Festival volunteers can be found during the warm spring sun at the IPL 500 Festival 
Parade, the winter cold during the 500 Festival Miler Series, presented by OrthoIndy (3-Miler, 6-Miler, and 
10-Miler), and the ever-changing weather during the ten different 500 Festival and Indianapolis 500 Education 
Program, presented by IU Health Study Trips. 

The 500 Festival strives to unite its community and those visiting from around the world. Indiana residents 
increase the camaraderie by extending their time, talents and treasures to help produce 500 Festival events. 
Volunteers view their time given to the 500 Festival as a great opportunity to give back to the community and 
participate in one of Indiana’s greatest legacies. Not many organizations can boast filling more than 7,000 
volunteer positions in support of nearly 50 events and programs.

C. Target audience/attendance/number of participants:
More than 7,000 volunteer positions were filled throughout the 2016 500 Festival season by a record breaking 
number of volunteers. During the OneAmerica 500 Festival Mini-Marathon and the Finish Line 500 Festival 5K 
4,000 volunteer positions were used with an additional 2,500 positions at the IPL 500 Festival Parade. The 500 
Festival volunteers are essential to the 500 Festival’s nearly 50 events and programs reaching more than 
500,000 people each year.

While the majority of our volunteers call Indiana home, we have representatives from 11 different states 
ready to pass out water to thirsty participants at one of the world’s largest half marathons – the OneAmerica 
500 Festival Mini-Marathon or hand out medals to Chase 500 Festival Rookie Run participants ages 3 to 10. 
The passion and commitment of our volunteers is unparalleled and we are forever grateful for the time and 
enthusiasm they gift us by volunteering. 
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D. Duration of program and years program has been part of event:
The 500 Festival has utilized the help of volunteers since our inception in 1957 (59 years). At the first IPL 500 
Festival Parade, Boy Scouts donated their time to help set up chairs along the route. Today, 59 years later, the 
Boy Scouts have continued the tradition of volunteering at the Parade, along with thousands of additional 
volunteers who donate their time and energy to help fulfill the 500 Festival’s mission to celebrate the 
Indianapolis 500, enrich lives and foster positive impact on the City of Indianapolis and State of Indiana. 

E. Volunteer demographics (age, gender, etc.):

Gender:   City: 
Female  63%    Indianapolis  51% 
Male  37%   Greenwood  5%  
     Carmel   4%
     Fishers   4%

Age:    Years of Service:
21 & under  14%  0-4 years  69%
22-34   19%  5-9 years  21%
35-44   16%  10-14 years  6%
45-54   22%  15-19 years  2%
55-64   20%  20+ years  2%
65 & over  9%
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F. Volunteer job descriptions (samples):
500 Festival Miler Series, presented by Ortho Indy (3-Miler, 6-Miler and 10-Miler):
Help runners and walkers as they gauge their training progression in this three-event series designed to 
prepare participants for the OneAmerica 500 Festival Mini-Marathon and Finish Line 500 Festival 5K. This 
event starts and finishes at the NCAA Hall of Champions.  
 • Ask-Me/Results – Help participants with questions on Race Day.  We will provide you with the tools 
to be able to answer all questions beforehand. Outgoing personalities are a must for this position! After the 
race has started, you'll transition into helping our results team.
 • Course Marshal – Want to be a part of the action and actually see runners and walkers pass by you?  
Then provide crowd support and directional assistance along the course to the hundreds of runners and 
walkers gearing up for the big event! 
 • Directional Assistance/Finish Line – Help participants, spectators, and other volunteers figure out 
where they need to be! It is a busy morning with lots of people arriving in a short amount of time; you'll help 
alleviate confusion and ensure people are where they need to be in a timely manner. After the event starts, 
move to the finish area to either help pass out water or hand out food as the thirsty and hungry participants 
cross the finish line.
 • Start/Finish Areas – Work at the pre-registration table handing out participants’ bibs, help guide 
participants in and out of check-in and answer questions before they take off on their timed run or walk. After 
the event starts, move to the finish area to either help pass out water or hand out food as the thirsty and 
hungry participants cross the finish line.

500 Festival Post Race Party:
 • Information Tent – The hub of the park! Assist people signing up for the 2016 Mini (oh yes, people 
sign up for the following year right after they finish this year!) Help track participants along the route for 
friends and family and offer general information to inquiring minds. 
 • Results Tent – Who doesn’t want to know how they did as soon as they finish?! Give racers their 
unofficial results and keep the participants moving in and out of the tent. 
 • Running Club Village - Groups and Running Clubs reserve space to hold post-race celebrations of 
their own with BBQ's, cold beverages, music and more. Help manage this area by being the hostess or host 
with the most!
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IPL 500 Festival Parade:
• Route Marshal: Route Marshals maintain the timing and spacing of the parade units as they march along the 
parade route. They communicate with the tower overlooking the route and parade participants to achieve the 
perfect look and create an amazing experience for our thousands of spectators! This position calls for people 
who like working with or directing others in a polite manner, while communicating clearly and concisely. The 
position requires walking and standing for long stretches of time.

You can either sign up to be a "roving marshal" where you will walk several city blocks as you help maintain 
the timing and spacing of the parade, or a "stationary marshal" where you will stay put at a busy intersection. 
Please note, your end time will vary based on where you are positioned on the parade route.  2:00 is an 
estimate. Thank you for being flexible!

G. Recruitment methods/materials/applications
The 500 Festival works diligently to make the Volunteer Program one that is both memorable and fulfilling for 
all our volunteers. We want rookie volunteers to feel welcome, prepared and significant. We strive to ensure 
that our seasoned volunteers to view the program with a sense of tradition, camaraderie and pride. Because 
of the efforts that we make, we’re proud to say that our primary source of recruitment is word of mouth. Many 
of our volunteers are referred by other volunteers who had an excellent experience participating in years 
past. Volunteering with the 500 Festival is a cherished tradition that is held by families, groups of friends and 
other service organizations. 

We also utilize a strategic marketing campaign to communicate with and recruit potential volunteers. In 
January 2016, we partnered with OneAmerica to kickoff volunteer registration through an onsite event that 
doubled as a media event. We hosted a volunteer recruitment drive in the lobby of OneAmerica’s building. 500 
Festival and OneAmerica staff handed out fresh fruit, decorated the lobby and had fun, festive music playing. 
We invited local media to cover the event and received extensive media coverage announcing that volunteer 
registration had opened for the 2016 500 Festival event season. 

We’ve also have a user friendly webpage that allows interested volunteers to submit their information before 
registration is open, ensuring that we can capitalize on their interest. This allows us to add these potential 
volunteers to our e-newsletter database that will keep them informed of upcoming events and the opening of 
the volunteer registration page. Additionally, we have a user friendly registration site that allows interested 
volunteers to manage their information as well as add or remove volunteer opportunities throughout the 500 
Festival Season. 

The 500 Festival Volunteer Program is a great team-building experience for groups of all sizes. By volunteering 
together, companies, organizational groups and families benefit by giving back to their community and 
experiencing a 60 year tradition in Indianapolis. Many groups are recruited through local business sponsors 
and secondary and post-secondary educational institutions. Oftentimes, companies and groups reach out to 
the 500 Festival in search of a fun volunteer opportunity.
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H. Communication methods/materials
The 500 Festival strives to be as efficient as possible while still providing the communication needed for our 
volunteers to succeed. We are able to connect instantly with our volunteers through social media and email 
which enables us to see quick response times. The use of more traditional mailed communication pieces is 
still part of the Volunteer Program but as more and more of our volunteers become technologically savvy, we 
are able to rely on more efficient forms of communication.

In December we kick off the volunteer communication with an e-newsletter to all volunteers from the past few 
seasons. This e-newsletter is a reminder to all volunteers that volunteer registration will open in January and 
an opportunity for the 500 Festival staff to pass along any new additions to the team. At the start of the 
calendar year a reminder postcard is sent to all volunteers that spotlights volunteer registration opening and 
includes a tear-away of the 500 Festival calendar of events. (See supporting materials for ‘Experience the 
Celebration’ postcard piece)

Email is our primary tool for communicating with the thousands of registered volunteers we have each 
season. We send email reminders to all registered volunteers several weeks before an event and a final 
reminder the week prior. These reminder emails include parking information, dress code, weather related 
changes, and gentle reminders on our volunteer policies. (See supporting materials for Education Program 
reminder)

I. Training guides/programs/handbooks/materials
The 500 Festival volunteer policies are posted online during the registration process. (See Supporting 
Materials for 500 Festival volunteer policies)

Each volunteer position has an information sheet (info sheet) that provides each volunteer with the 
information needed to successfully accomplish their volunteer duties. Info Sheets are updated each season 
with new information as well as changes and additions specifically suggested by volunteers and committee 
members. All of the Info Sheets are designed to help volunteers become comfortable with their volunteer 
opportunity before they arrive. Volunteers know what to wear, where to park, check-in location and a brief 
synopsis of their opportunity. Info sheets are distributed at orientation (if orientation is required for the 
opportunity) or at Volunteer Distribution Day, which is a pre-determined time frame when volunteers can pick 
up all related volunteer materials for their specific opportunity. (See Supporting Materials for sample info 
sheets) 
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In addition to info sheets, volunteers receive an event specific t-shirt, pin, parking pass and credential- if 
needed (see Supporting Materials for sample credential, t-shirt, and pin). For positions that require more 
information (i.e. Ask-Me, Parade Marshal), we create a binder of information to be carried with the volunteer 
during their volunteer shift. To ensure ample time for preparation, the information in the binders is sent to each 
volunteer in advance and a hard copy is provided on the day of the event. Each volunteer was also given a 
laminated packet to answer frequently asked questions (FAQs). The packet was designed to be used for 
in-depth questions at the information booth with the laminated guides for each volunteer at their individual 
station for easy access. (See Supporting Materials for example of laminated FAQ documents)

J. Organization & schedule information/materials
Thanks to the 500 Festival’s nearly 60-year history within the community and the 100+ year history of the 
Indianapolis Motor Speedway, the primary communication method about our organization word-of-mouth. 
Volunteering with our organization is a time-honored tradition, passed down from generation to generation 
and from neighbor to neighbor.

We use 500 Festival website (www.500festival.com), social media profiles (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and 
YouTube), local media, community events and partnerships and community outreach via the 500 Festival 
Princess Program to educate the public about our events and volunteer opportunities. Each season we begin 
with an e-newsletter and postcard to past volunteers that include registration information and a calendar of 
events. (See Supporting Materials for ‘Experience the Celebration’ postcard)

K. Volunteer perks/benefits
500 Festival volunteers are the spirit and lifeblood behind the nearly 50 events and programs each year. 2016 
500 Festival volunteers received the following perks:
• Exclusive invitation to Volunteer Appreciation Day, hosted at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway. 
 o Free lunch for the volunteer and a guest 
 o Free ticket to qualifications for the 100th Running of the Indianapolis 500 for volunteer and   
 a guest 
 o Free parking at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway 
 o Access to Indianapolis Motor Speedway’s Garage Area
 o 2016 500 Festival Volunteer thank you gift – 500 Festival cinch bag
 o Opportunity to win prizes, including items signed by 2015 Indy 500 winner, Juan Pablo    
Montoya 
• 500 Festival Volunteer event t-shirt
• 500 Festival Program collectible pin
• Complimentary meals, snacks and refreshments on the event day
• End of season thank you gift - 2016 virtual goodie bag featuring discounts and giveaways from    
  various community attractions 
• An exclusive, behind the scenes look at 500 Festival events, the Indianapolis Motor Speedway and the   
  Indianapolis 500
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L. Appreciation/recognition methods/materials
Volunteer Appreciation Day is a popular day for 500 Festival volunteers. All volunteers that completed their 
registration before April 13, 2016 were invited to Volunteer Appreciation Day, hosted at the Indianapolis Motor 
Speedway. The event was held in a private venue and volunteers were severed lunch and drinks. In addition, 
all volunteers received an appreciation gift (500 Festival cinch bag) and were entered into a raffle for a chance 
to win one of over 40 different items signed by 2015 Indy 500 winner, Juan Pablo Montoya. In addition to the 
lunch, each volunteer received two tickets to qualifications for the 100th Running of the Indianapolis 500 and 
those 18 and older were able to obtain a pass to tour the garage area.

To increase the efficiency of registration and ticketing for Volunteer Appreciation Day, we created an 
electronic invitation that was emailed to each eligible volunteer. This allows volunteers to instantly submit 
their RSVP for their two Volunteer Appreciation Day tickets or make any necessary changes to their RSVP 
prior to the registration deadline. Once the registration deadline passed we mailed each volunteer their 
information letter, map, parking pass, lunch voucher(s), Indianapolis 500 qualification tickets and hospitality 
passes. (See Supporting Materials for Volunteer Appreciation Day invitation and packet)

Each volunteer received a thank you letter from the 500 Festival’s CEO, Chairman of the Board and Volunteer 
Program Manager. To ensure we’re providing volunteers with thank you gifts that are compelling, and to 
further engage our community partners, we created a virtual goodie bag to thank our volunteers at the end of 
the season. This has replaced the minimal thank you gift we had mailed in the past. The virtual goodie bag 
included offers, promotions and thank you notes from organizations and business around the Indianapolis 
area. (See Supporting Materials for virtual goodie bag and end of season letter)

M. Retention methods/materials
Constant Communication: We initiate communication with past volunteers via email and a direct mail post 
card to ensure all past volunteers are aware that volunteer registration has opened. Once the volunteer has 
registered we ensure they have a personal touch before, during and after their experience. We believe if 
volunteers get to know the 500 Festival staff and are engaged during their volunteer experience, the result will 
be longstanding retention. 

Personal Touch: On event days, we ensure each volunteer feels welcomed and their efforts appreciated. 500 
Festival staff check in every volunteer, in person, giving us the opportunity to learn the names, faces and 
stories of our thousands of volunteers. 
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Hand written thank you notes from 500 Festival staff are extended to volunteers that go above and beyond the 
call of duty. Exceptional volunteers are nominated for one of three awards: Volunteer of the Year, New 
Volunteer of the Year, and Unsung Hero. 

Incentives: All volunteers are invited to Volunteer Appreciation Day, hosted at the Indianapolis Motor 
Speedway. Volunteers also receive a host of goodies such as volunteer t-shirt, volunteer pin and volunteer 
cinch bag. At the conclusion of each season all volunteers receive a thank you letter along with a link to the 
virtual goodie bag as a token of our appreciation for another amazing 500 Festival event season. 

(See Supporting Materials for virtual goodie bag, end of season letter, volunteer awards)

N. Description of sponsor/charity/volunteer/school/other group involvement with program and benefits to each
During each 500 Festival season we work with multiple groups, schools, organizations, and companies to 
provide an added benefit through our volunteer opportunities. As the primary sponsor of the 500 Festival 
Volunteer Program, Citizens Energy Group offers not only monetary support but also volunteer support for our 
events. 

In 2016, Citizens Energy Group went above and beyond in cultivating volunteers for an 80+ person 
Mini-Marathon Pit Station and they also encouraged their staff to volunteer as Balloon Handlers for the IPL 
500 Festival Parade when another group was shorthanded. Without the last minute support from Citizens 
Energy Group, there would have been thousands of Mini-Marathon participants without water and a missing 
balloon during the Parade.

As the title sponsor of the Mini-Marathon, OneAmerica provides nearly 500 volunteers prior to and the day of 
the Mini-Marathon. They hold a kick-off celebration when registration opens including music, flyers and fruit, 
all to encourage their employees to volunteer. To encourage volunteer participation OneAmerica offers 
various incentives for their employees. Some of these incentives are a jeans day if worn with their volunteer 
shirt, day off work if volunteering during the week and a chance to win various prizes including an iPad. The 
partnership with OneAmerica is very successful and is evident in the quick volunteer registration by their 
employees.
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O. Overall revenue/expense budget of program
The 500 Festival Volunteer Program runs on a budget of more than 100,000 dollars with the following 
breakdown for expenses and revenue.

Expense  % of Budget  
Volunteer T-Shirts  20%  
Volunteer Recognition Event and Items  20%  
Volunteer Food  9%  
Background Checks  6%  
Volunteer Credentials  2%  

In-kind/Revenue  % of Budget  
Pepsi  3%  
Meijer  8%  
Hot Box Pizza  4%  
Citizens Energy (Sponsor)  22%  

As the Volunteer Program is not a revenue generating program, we strive to find opportunities to cut costs and 
operate more efficiently. One example was the implementation of a virtual goodie bag to thank volunteers. By 
implementing this, we were able to cut the cost of purchasing an annual thank you gift for volunteers and 
minimize postage and materials. 

P. Overall effectiveness/success of program
At the conclusion of each event, a thank you email and electronic survey is sent to all participating volunteers. 
Overall, 98% of 500 Festival volunteers state they will return to volunteer. This speaks volumes for the type of 
experience we provide and directly contributes to our effectiveness and success.

We open registration in early January at 9 a.m. Each season we field calls and emails as early at 6 a.m. from 
volunteer worried that registration hasn’t open yet. They are so excited to get signed up they don’t even 
realize it’s not 9 a.m.!

The easiest and most fulfilling way to analyze our success as a program is to read through open ended 
volunteer survey answers:

“It was very straightforward, well organized, and FUN! It was fun and smoother this year than last!
I LOVED the fact that you provided amazing food this year and it was really good. That is a great improvement! 
Actually, it was great. The meal, instructions and clean up were perfect.”
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“Great set-up and it was nice to have pizza, sodas and waters delivered to the Rookie Run finish line since we 
couldn't get away from the action.”

“Everything went well this year, the volunteer manager did a great job and kept touch with everyone.
I thought everything went great I had so much fun!” 

“I loved it!”
 
“Can't wait till next year”

“Great experience, my 3rd year at the finish line!”

“This was my first year and I feel that everything went very well.”

“Both years that I have done this, it has worked very well.”

“You've perfected the set up over the years!” 

“I enjoyed it so much; I could not believe it was over so quickly.”

“I have already started asking friends to sign up for next year. What a great experience and love seeing all the 
smiles and hearing the cheers along the parade route.”

“Excellent experience. Please invite me back. Thank you.”

“Enjoyable experience. I missed orientation but the paper instructions were GREAT.”

“Since volunteering with the 500 activities, I really look forward to the month of May and it gives me an 
opportunity to plan fun activities with my family that I would otherwise not be able to do. This year's parade 
was amazing - thanks for all your hard work! See you next year!!”

“The entire 500 Festival team did an OUTSTANDING job!!! I will definitely be back next year :)”

“I don't know how you could improve, Always seems flawless to me.”

“I love volunteering for this event - a lot of it has to do with your staff! Keep up the good work!”
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Q. Measurable results: ratio of volunteers in database; # of volunteers; # of volunteer hours; # volunteers in 
database; estimate of financial value of your volunteers

Volunteer positions to guest (total for all events): 1/78

Volunteer positions: 7,000

Volunteer hours: 25,839

Volunteers in database: 3,421
While there are 7,000 volunteer positions, we have a large number of volunteers who participate for multiple 
activities with some filling as many as 19 opportunities!

Estimated financial value: $608,766.84*
*Based on $23.56 per the Independent Sector

2. Supporting Question 
What did you do to update / change the program from the year before? Were your updates / changes 
successful? 

Recognition: To enhance the 500 Festival volunteer experience, and to add a personal touch, 500 Festival 
employees send handwritten thank you notes to many volunteers, thanking them for their generosity. In 
addition, Volunteer Recognition Awards were sent to key volunteers that went above and beyond. 

Food: A consistent piece of feedback from volunteers was their desire for an updated menu during their 
volunteer shifts. With that in mind, the 500 Festival partnered with a local restaurant to provide a different, 
enhanced menu for Parade volunteers. In addition, new food options were provided for Mini-Marathon 
volunteers. The feedback from volunteers was overwhelmingly positive and many indicated their appreciation 
that the 500 Festival listened to their feedback. 

Group Volunteer Recruitment: To better target large groups looking to volunteer, the 500 Festival created 
specific marketing materials for this audience. In addition, targeted outreach was made to groups that we 
believed would be interested in volunteering. As a result of these efforts, we experienced an increase in 
groups volunteering with the 500 Festival. 
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500 Festival seeking volunteers for May events
Sta� Reports

Published: January 13, 2015, 6:08 am  |  Updated: April 30, 2015, 3:04 pm

5K runners prepare to run. (WISH Photo/Robb Ellis)

INDIANAPOLIS (WISH) – The organization behind the nation’s largest half marathon and the

month-long celebration in Indianapolis known as the 500 Festival launched an e�ort to attract

volunteers Tuesday.

Hundreds of OneAmerica employees gathered in the insurance company’s building in downtown

Indianapolis to promote volunteer registration, which was scheduled to open to the public

Wednesday, Jan. 14.
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500 Festival Volunteer Registration
Opens for 2016 Programs and Events
Wed, Jan 13, 2016

INDIANAPOLIS (January 13, 2016) – The 500 Festival, a nonprofit organization providing life-enriching
events and celebrating the legacy of the Indianapolis 500, today announced that registration is open for
the 2016 500 Festival Volunteer Program, presented by Citizens Energy Group. Each year, the 500
Festival relies on 7,000 volunteers to ensure its events and programs continue to deliver a lasting,
significant impact. The organization is looking for individuals and groups who are interested in using their
time and talent to support its wide variety of programs and events in 2016. Examples of volunteer
opportunities for 2016 include:

Distribute snacks and beverages at Runners’ Services for the OneAmerica 500 Festival Mini-Marathon

Greet spectators and help them find their seats as an Usher for the IPL 500 Festival Parade

Staff the various games & activities at the Chase 500 Festival Kids’ Day

 

“May 2016 will be a once-in-a-generation experience as the world turns its eyes to Indiana for the 40th
OneAmerica 500 Festival Mini-Marathon, the 60th IPL 500 Festival Parade and the 100th running of the
Indy 500,” said Bob Bryant, president and CEO, 500 Festival. “Serving as a volunteer for our programs
and events, which impact more than 500,000 people every year, is a rewarding opportunity for members
of our community to showcase our Hoosier hospitality and elevate the month of May in Indianapolis!”

 

The 500 Festival is offering more than 100 areas of volunteer opportunity in 2016, ensuring that there is
a role to fit every interest and ability. 500 Festival volunteers will receive a commemorative volunteer t-
shirt and collector’s pin. Volunteers also receive an exclusive invitation to the 500 Festival’s Volunteer
Appreciation Day, which is hosted at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway and includes lunch and tickets that
day’s Indianapolis 500 qualifications.

 

To learn more, or sign up as a 2016 500 Festival volunteer, visit www.500Festival.com/volunteer to view
a list of opportunities and to sign up. Additional questions regarding volunteering with the 500 Festival
may be directed to volunteer@500festival.com.   

 

The 500 Festival Volunteer Program is sponsored by Citizens Energy Group, Meijer, Pepsi, Aquafina and
Hot Box Pizza.

 

About the 500 Festival

Founded in 1957, the 500 Festival is a not-for-profit organization that produces more than 50 life-enriching
events and programs while celebrating the spirit and legacy of the Indianapolis 500® and fostering
positive impact on the city of Indianapolis and state of Indiana. One of the largest festivals in the nation,
each year more than half a million people attend an event or program produced by the 500 Festival. Since
its founding, the 500 Festival has contributed more than $350 million in economic value to Indianapolis.
To learn more about the 500 Festival, please visit www.500festival.com, follow us on Twitter
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INDIANAPOLIS 

Thousands celebrate May with OneAmerica
500 Festival MiniMarathon
Posted: May 07, 2016 5:54 AM EDT
Updated: May 08, 2016 8:59 PM EDT

Tens of thousands of you came out Saturday morning for the OneAmerica
500 Festival MiniMarathon.

Before the sun came up and before the race started, hundreds of volunteers were ready.

"I am not originally from Indiana so I wanted to get involved to see what it was all about and to
give back. As a business owner I wanted to give back to the community and help out," said
volunteer Lamonica Moore while setting up water cups along Michigan Street.

Water cups and live music offered motivation and relief along the route, especially for runners
like 14yearold Justin Clements who says his classmates doubted he could run the mini
marathon. 

"It means that I can actually be proud of myself," Clements said.

The 8th grader has this message for those who said he would never be able to finish the 13.1
mile route.

"Watch me," Clements said.

For sisters Janet Winslow and Brenda Hughes, this Mini makes 15 minimarathons.

"We get away from our husbands for the weekend. We have a blast, it's fun. It's all part of the
camaraderie and the bands and the entertainment, the people, it's so much fun," Winslow and
Hughes said.

The race is also part of a health challenge they have committed to together.

"We have weight issues so every year when we sign up for the next one, we always think okay
we have to do this or we're going to go over the top," Winslow said.

"We just keep trying, we're not fast, but we finish," Hughes said.

The weather was also nearperfect for running. There was some wind and rain toward the end
of the race, but not enough to slow the pace.



BELOW IS OUR ORIGINAL LIVE BLOG COVERAGE DURING THE RACE

The 2016 OneAmerica 500 Festival MiniMarathon gets underway this morning! We'll be
posting updates throughout the race.

Watch a live stream here.

9:26 am

Gary Romesser, 65, has run the Mini more than 30 times, and he's won it five times.

"It's a little different running in the back than in the front. But it's very exciting and it's great to
see such a great race continuing to be great," he said.

"The first year I won it, I thought, 'Wow, this could be a big race. We all promoted and tried to
encourage it. Indy's just got some great organizers and it turned out to be a wonderful event."
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WTHR looks back at 60 years of the IPL 500
Festival Parade
Posted: May 26, 2016 4:29 AM EDT
Updated: May 26, 2016 8:23 AM EDT

They say one picture is worth a thousand words, but what would they say
about 60 years worth of pictures?

The archive of the 500 Festival Parade is online thanks to IUPUI.

It holds nearly 8,000 pictures and includes rare video from Gerald Walsh showing the sixth
parade.

His recording is silent, but the footage speaks volumes.

Nearly four minutes long, it includes threetime 500 winner Louis Myers.

Sneak Peek: 500 Festival Parade floats

Pictures tell the story of old Indiana institutions like Hooks Drug Store, Danners, Bank One,
and Burger Chef.

Then there are the celebrities.

Pictures include Kelsey Grammer and Matt LeBlanc in 1993, Bob Barker in 1972 and Olivia
Newton John in 2012.

Then there's John Hulen, a celebrity in his own right.

“Oh my Lord,” he laughed.

He may be the longestrunning parade volunteer.

“At least 45 years, maybe 46, but nobody's counting,” Hulen laughed.

Hulen's held every position with the parade since the 1970s.

His first role?

“Inspect every float  and try to guarantee that they would not roll down the street without losing
a wheel or going up in flames,” Hulen said.

You won't want to miss this celebrity lineup for the 60th IPL 500 Festival Parade!

He's never missed a parade, even getting his wife and family involved.

Hulen has countless memories, including an unexpected man who showed up with an animal.

“Obviously we did not have a live cougar scheduled to ride in a Mercury Cougar pace car,”
Hulen laughed.

Through the pranks and occasional stress, he'll tell you there's one part that makes it all worth
it, year after year.

“Children on floats that would not normally have the opportunity to ride on a float either in a
wheelchair or a handicap situation of one kind or another and the joy that they have
experienced in riding in the parade and waving,” Hulen said.

The streets of downtown Indianapolis come alive every year with the sights and sounds of the
IPL 500 Festival Parade.

In addition to this year marking the 100th running of the race, it also marks 60 years of the
parade.

“Sixty years ago, the festival was formed as a way of connecting the community to all the big
things that were happening out of the Indianapolis motor Speedway,” said 500 Festival CEO
Bob Bryant.

Think of the parade as the bridge connecting Speedway and Indianapolis.

“The streets are lined with over 250,000 people, so it is a very significant moment for
Indianapolis and in that world of parades, a very significant parade on a national scene as
well,” Bryant said.
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